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Focus Efforts on Critical Security Alerts

OT administrators are managing hundreds if not thousands of OT/IoT assets. 

With a multitude of sensors from a variety of manufacturers, staying on top 

of patches, recalls, and known vulnerabilities can overwhelm even the most 

qualified teams. 

Nozomi Networks Asset Intelligence, available with Guardian and Vantage by 

subscription, makes it easier to manage your complex OT/IoT environments. 

Leveraging our extensive knowledge of OT/IoT systems, Asset Intelligence 

enhances device profiles, enabling administrators to make better 

informed decisions regarding the maintenance and security of their OT/IoT 

environments.

With Asset Intelligence, the real-time activity of the device is compared 

against a “known-good” baseline to detect anomaly and vulnerabilities. 

Additionally, “new” and “different” behaviors are analyzed within the 

operational and security context of the device to determine whether it is a 

critical vulnerability and warrants an alert. For example, the detection of a 

new printer connection on the network is not a security risk and is eliminated. 

Organizations using the Asset Intelligence feature have seen their alert 

volume reduced by 70 percent. 
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Nozomi Networks accelerates digital transformation by protecting the world’s critical infrastructure, 

industrial and government organizations from cyber threats. Our solution delivers exceptional network 

and asset visibility, threat detection, and insights for OT and IoT environments. Customers rely on us to 

minimize risk and complexity while maximizing operational resilience.
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Capitalizing on the intelligence from our expansive OT/IoT device database, Asset Intelligence enriches 

sensor profiles with detailed asset information to accelerate the learning process for OT/IoT environments 

and accurate identification of assets. With Asset Intelligence, administrators can rest assured that their 

OT/IoT environments are current with the latest firmware updates, product lifecycle information, recalls, 

configurations and known vulnerabilities. 

Examples of detailed asset information include: device type, configurations, manufacturer, protocols in use, 

and behavior information:
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Want to Know More? Visit the Asset Intelligence webpage to learn more or 

to request a demo. 
Learn More

With Asset Intelligence, administrators make more informed decisions regarding the maintenance 

and security of their OT/IoT assets. Critical vulnerabilities with disastrous impact can be addressed 

immediately. Firmware updates can be scheduled accordingly and knowing that a device is at end of its 

life allows administrators to plan for its replacement. 

Asset Intelligence simplifies the process for identifying anomalies and known vulnerabilities by 

updating OT/IoT assets with the latest device-specific information, eliminating benign alerts to save 

administrators time and money and providing context around OT/IoT risks, allowing administrators to 

improve maintenance and update schedules. Asset Intelligence eliminates the noise, so you can focus 

on what matters.
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Asset Intelligence Data Sources

• Nozomi Networks Test Labs Data

• Community-Sourced Device Data
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